
The Fuzz Wah is the classical confi guration for achiev-
ing some of the legendarysounds of the 60’s. Its rugged 
construction and effi cient design will give years of 
outstanding performance.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
• By rocking your foot back and forth on the pedal, 
you can change the effect that the Fuzz Wah has on 
the tone of your instrument instantaneously. Toe down 
will give you more treble, heel down will give you 
more bass. The speed and amount of effect you use 
depends on your style of playing.

• When placing the pedal in one position, you will 
hear a boost in that particular frequency. This boost 
can be used to add sustain and create feedback of a 
desired overtone.

• When using the Wah Fuzz confi guration in a set 
position, it will have a pronounced effect when set 
over short scale ranges.

TIPS
• When using a lot of distortion, the effect will not be 
as prominent. Try setting the pedal in one position. 
This will help in making artifi cial harmonics and con-
trolling the amount of feedback.
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SET-UP INSTRUCTlONS
1. Insert a 9 volt battery and/or plug in AC Adapter. The 
Fuzz Wah with operate on either power source.

 Notice: This unit is shipped from the factory with-
out a battery to prevent damage from leakage. A 
9-volt transistor battery must be installed for opera-
tion if an AC adapter is not going to be used. We 
recommend a high quality alkaline battery.
 The adapter jack requires a positive tip, 3.5mm 
plug. Most standard 9VDC AC adapters with greater 
than 20ma current capacity will work.
 To install the battery, remove 4 screws from the 
rubber feet securing the bottom cover and insert the 
battery.

2. Run a cord from your instrument to the Fuzz Wah’s 
instrument jack.
3. Run another cord from your amplifi er input to the Fuzz 
Wah’s Amplifi er jack
4. Turn on the amplifi er and begin playing.
5. To turn the Wah on, push the toe of the pedal all the 
way down fi rmly until yout feel a “click”. The green 
LED will turn on. To turn the Wah off, push the toe of the 
pedal down again, until you feel another “click”.
 To turn the Fuzz on, push the switch on the right hand 
side of the pedal in. The red LED will turn on. (The Wah 
can be turned on and off without effecting the Fuzz.)
 When the button on the left hand side of the pedal is 
out, the Fuzz is placed after the Wah in the effects chain. 
(Wah Fuzz)
 When the button on the left hand side of the pedal is 
in, the Fuzz is placed before the Wah in the effects chain. 
(Fuzz Wah)

Although usually positioned
in the beginning, The Fuzz Wah can be placed

anywhere in the effects chain.
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